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ABSTRACT
The Accelerated Wheat Production Programme (AWPP) is Nigeria's latest effort to attain self-sufficiency
and self-reliance in wheat production after the ban on importation of wheat and wheat-related produets
in 1986. The programme aims at mobilising the indigenous small-scale farmers, using small irrigation
pumps, the provision of the necessary farm inputs at subsidised rates, extension services and attractive
commodity prices.
This paper exarnines the economics of the AWPP in Kano and Kaduna States, Nigeria. 1 The research
methodology is based on a farm budget/input-output analysis. Data on farming operations and crop
yields were collected during the 1989/90 cropping season, then collated and analysed. Imputed costs
were used in the case of services that were not purchased directly in the open market.
First, the results indicate that wheat produetion is more profitable in Kano State where an average 26
per cent profit margin per hectare was achieved, but was less attractive in Kaduna state where farmers
were unable to cover their operation costs. Secondly, while the current price incentive for wheat was
found to be sufficiently attractive to induce farmers to remain in production, it was far from being alright
for the Nigerian Flour Millers Association and, inevitably, the consumers who cannot afford the price of
wheat bread. Thirdly, this inefficient pricing system has paradoxically created some marketing problems
in the country.
Factors responsible for the low profit margin were identified as being extremely low yields;
inadequacy of water supply; inappropriate farming and irrigation management practices; inefficient and
ineffective extension services; and a poor input delivery system. This and other problems of wheat
produetion in Nigeria are discussed in this paper.

INTRODUCTION
The drylands of Nigeria are 1ocated within the Sudano-Sahelian eco-c1imatic belt of Africa, that is,
from latitudes lOo50'-13o N and longitudes 4000'-14 o E. The Sudano-Sahelian zone has a long dry
season (September-May) and a short wet season (June-September). The c1imate is influenced by the
strength of the antieyc10nes centred over Libya and St. Helena, with continental tropical masses of dry
air and maritime equatorial masses of dry and humid air (Carmouze and Lemoalle, 1983). These two

1 This study was supported by the funds from the Social Science Council of Nigeria (SSCN) and Ford Foundation
on Contemporary Development Issues in Nigeria. The fieldwork was supervised by Professor J. S. Odama,
Department of Economics and Dr. J. P. Voh, the Direetor of the Centre for Social and Economic Research, all of
the Ahmadu Bello University. Both Mr. J. F. Alamu and Mr. A. Y. Ambi assisted in data collection and and data
processing. But the views expressed in this pa per are, howevcr, essentially those of the author.
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air masses converge in the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (lTCZ), which moves along a south-north
axis over the year. A humid climate prevails south of the ITCZ and a dry climate north of it. The
Harmattan, a cold wintry and dustY wind from across the Saharan desert, blows over the zone during
wintertime while the monsoon, that brings rain, blows in the summer.
The zone has a number of climatic characteristics which make it one of the most vulnerable zones
in the world. Firstly, the zone is characterised by a long dry season lasting from October to May, and a
relatively short wet season from June to September. The length of both the dry and wet seasons varies
from seven months in the southem part of the zone to two and a half months in the extreme
northemmost part. Secondly, the rainfaIl is not only scanty in volume, but also very erratic in
distribution. Thirdly, the rainfaIl pattem is characterised by spatial and temporal variations in
distribution, which often means a drastic reduction in the growing season, low yields and
malnutrition or even famine. The zone is therefore fraught with high risk and uncertainty which
makes agricultural pursuit very precarious.
But vulnerable as it is, the zone has a high carrying capacity as it was home for over 25 million
people in 1973, weIl over a third of the country's population, and supports much of the country's
livestock economy, hosting about 90 per cent of the cattle population, about two-thirds of the goats
and sheep and almost all the donkeys, camels and horses (Mortimore, 1978). Furthermore, the zone
has also played a dominant role in the agriculturai modemisation of the country; promotion of export
erops such as cotton, groundnuts and gum arabic and of food crops, most especially in the production
of the import substitution crops, notably rice and wheat.

THE PLACE OF WHEAT IN THE NIGERIAN ECONOMY
Wheat was once described as a grain per excellence because of its intrinsic qualities (Haidore, Norman
and Anderson, 1982). It has high baking qualities and it is an invaluable source of carbohydrates in
human diets. Wheat could also be stored over a long period of time either as a coarse grain, in form of
bread, cakes or biscuits, the quality which makes it a source of convenience food, especiaIly for the
urbanites. More importantly, with about 44 per cent protein contents, wheat contains more protein
than meat, milk and eggs put together. These and other reasons explain why wheat is a potent
weapon of international diplomacy and also why the developing countries now strive very hard to
achieve self-sufficiency in its production.
Wheat was traditionally consumed in Northem Nigeria mainly by the aristocrats to prepare festive
dishes such as alkaki, taliya, tsats-tsafa, curasa and dubulam. However, prior to the imposition of ban on
its importation in 1986, wheat consumption had penetrated all the strata of the society, including the
rural areas. Bread consumption which was modest, being regarded as luxury food during the colonial
era became the cheapest food available from 1960 and consequently its consumption escalated
astronomically. The rapid expansion in wheat bread consumption was equally matched with
tremendous expansion in bakeries and confectioneries and the number of flour mills rising from just
one in 1960 to twenty-two in 1986 (Andrae and Beckman, 1985). To feed those mills, Nigeria has had
to increase the wheat import from 0.26 million metric tonnes in 1970 to about 1.5 million metric tonnes
in 1986.
Two major theses have been advanced for the rapid expansion in the wheat bread consumption in
Nigeria. The first theory explain the phenomenon in terms of the increase urbanisation following the
political independence; the population growth which exceeded the rate of food production; and the
oH-boom and the use to which the oil money has been put, which has led to relative neglect of the
agricultural sector, escalating rural-urban migration and huge investment on large-scale agricultural
development projects whose performance has been less than satisfactory (Andrae and Beckman,
1985). The other theory sees the increase in wheat bread consumption as part of the modemisation
process resulting in the increased purchasing power of the society and a shift in the consumption
pattem of such a society. The change in demand for wheat bread in the developing countries is said to
be sensitive to changes in income (Centre d'Etudes de I' Azote, 1960). In developing countries,
additional incomes are used mainly for purchasing more foods, even more carbohydrate food,
whereas in advanced countries, increase in income per capita is largely spent on non-food
requirements, but partly going to enrich the diet, especially by animal proteins, and at the same time,
a tendency develop to prefer choice foods to mare ordinary ones, notably white bread to dark ones;
wheat to rice; and maize to starchy roots.
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But while beer, bread and other confectioneries have become entrenched in the countrys feeding
habit and social life, domestic wheat production efforts have thus far been met with limited success.
Over the years, scholars of various vintage have expressed both optimism and pessimism on the
possibility of Nigeria becoming self-sufficient in wheat production. On a more positive note,
Olugberni (1980) argued that if the right varieties are used, the right practices are adopted and the
right incentives are given to the farmers, Nigeria could be self-sufficient in wheat production. He
pointed out that although the cost may be high, but this has to be contended with because the socioeconornic and political implications of relying on others are too grave to contempIate. Nigeria's
current struggle for self-sufficiency in wheat production is further supported by the 'politics of selfsufficiency', a sort of 'economic nationalism' rather than the logic of comparative advantage cost.
The other camp argued that the feasibility of wheat production is for a number of reasons very
doubtful. In the first place, it is pointed out that since Nigeria is not a temperate country, c1imatic
factors have certainly militated against wheat production just as in the case of other Sub-Saharan
African countries (Byerlee and Hasse de Polanco, 1983). The second objection relates to the issue of
technology, that is, availability of sufficient irrigation superstructure capable of supplying water
during the dry season (USDA, 1980). Wheat production, it should be pointed out, depends largely on
regular, adequate and timely water supply during the growing period, and without which its yield
may be adversely affected. The third point relates to economic viability of wheat production , which
was of concern to the World Bank (1979) arguing that given the high degree of mechanisation
involved and the high over-head costs, the rate of return to farmers on the large-scale wheat
production schemes would be remarkably low. Finally, the poor baking quality of the Nigerian wheat,
lacking in gluten contents is seen as a great obstacle to self-sufficiency in wheat production. It has
been pointed out that both the Milling and the baking tests showed that no single variety of wheat
gave a grain variety adequate to produce bread fIour without blending with imported wheat
(MacDonald,1973).
Nigeria's efforts at large-scale wheat production under the aegis of the River Basin Development
Authorities (RBDAs) have so far been met with limited success. Anon (1987) reported a huge deficit in
wheat production by 1997 of -94.0 per cent, just down by about 3.3 per cent from -98.7 per cent in
1985. The large-scale wheat production schemes would seem to have performed below the
expectation because of their failure to seriously address the questions of popular participation in
project design and the development of appropriate technology. The planners have also not sufficiently
recognised both the wisdom and complexities of the indigenous agriculturaI systems and the need to
integrate such into the modern agricultural developmcnt strategies.
Andrae and Beckman's (1985) study of the large scale wheat production projects in northem
Nigeria indicates that self-sufficiency in wheat production in this country will probably remain a mere
dream. The situation has not changed since then. Kolawole (1989) has written about the degree of
under-performance of the South Chad Irrigation Project, which appears to be the country's hope for
self-sufficiency in wheat production and also about capacity under-utilisation of the Bakolori
Irrigation Project, the most controversial irrigation scheme in Nigeria presently. Consequently, after a
detailed survey of the performance of these schemes, Kolawole (1988) has argued that given the
present state of under-performance of the Nigerian irrigation systems, the country may need to put
under irrigation a total area of about two million hectares of land under wheat, at an estimated cost of
over two billion Naira (N); a cost which the country could Icast afford given the present structural
adjustment programme. It is to be noted that Nigeria had invested in wheat production between 1980
to 1985 mare than N 13 billion and very little to show for it (Nyong, 1992).
Nigeria would indeed seem to be in the wheat trap to use Andrae and Beckman's (1985) words.
The ban on wheat and wheat products precipitated by the structural adjustment programme has had
some profound implications for the national food security in the country. The ban on importation of
wheat has meant a radical shift in the feeding habits of most Nigerians from bread consumption
which hitherto had been the cheapest food to other substitutes such as yams, potatoes and plantain
thereby increasing the demand for them while at the same time raising their prices. The policy of local
raw material sourcing of home industries has also generated competitive demands for grains thus
escalating their prices. For example, grains are now in insatiable demand by the 22 fIour mills in the
country for processing into fIour, semi-fIour, com grits, brewer grits and animal feeds instead of
wheat and barley. Furthermore, both maize and sorghum are highly demanded on commercial scale
as they replace barley in the breweries, and the demand for these grains by both the milling and
brewery industries has been estimated at about six million metric tonnes per annum. The price
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response to a deficit of this magnitude has been astronomical thereby making food almost inaccessible
to most Nigerians, especially the poor who are the most vulnerable in the society.
The AWPP was set-up to tackle some of these problems. Thus, with the AWPP, history of wheat
production in Nigeria would seem to have turned a complete eyc1e; from the indigenous production
system in the pre-colonial era, to the large-scale wheat production schemes (1950-85), and currently,
the AWPP. AWPP was set-up to facilitate the attainment of self-sufficiency in wheat production
through the smaIl-scale indigenous farmers with the state's support. The scale of operation and level
of state's support, however, vary from one state to another. In Kano state, for example, the AWPP
covered about 183,000 hectares during 1988/89 cropping season. Farmers were provided with the
necessary farm inputs, notably fertilisers, seedlings, herbicides, insecticides and pump-sets at
subsidised rate; extension services; land clearing and preparation; and attractive economic incentives
such as fåvourable commodity price.
It is argued that wheat production is not alien to Nigeria. Wheat has for long time been cultivated
in the drylands of northem Nigeria, particularly on the hydromorphic wetland soils generally
referred to as the fadama, usuaIly as minor crop by small scale farmers. Triticum aesticum (sub.
vulgare), drought resistant and early maturing wheat variety has traditionally been grown in the
vicinity of Lake Chad (MacDonald, 1973) as weIl as in the Sokoto valley (Adams, 1985). What seems to
be new is therefore its current widespread cultivation. But why has the drylands been used for wheat
production?
The answer appears relatively simple. The first reason relates to the prevalence of some pockets of
fertile hydromorphic wetland soils usually referred to as the fadama, which are not only productive
but could also be easily developed for irrigation purposes, either through dam construction, the use of
small scale irrigation pumps or the development of underground water (Kolawole, 1991). The second
strong factor is the geographicallocation of the drylands in relation to their c1imatic features, which
has been noted in section 1 of this paper. Suffice to say here that since wheat is a temperate crop, it
does relatively weIl in Nigeria only in drylands like Borno, Sokoto, Kano and Kaduna states which
experience very cold whether during the growing period which coincide with the Harmattan season,
lasting from December to February.
Based on this c1imatic feature, the whole country has been c1assified into four principal zones,
notably zone very suited to wheat production; zone suited to wheat production; zone poor to wheat
production; and zone unsuited to wheat production. Figure 1 shows that almost the whole of the
drylands fall within the zone c1assified as very suitable for wheat production and this zone covers
Sokoto, Katsina, Kaduna, Kano and Borno states, with only Bauchi falling within zone suited for
wheat production.
It is, however, necessary to point out that wheat production in drylands of Nigeria has some
undesirable, un-intended and non-beneficial impacts on the environment. Socio-economically, wheat
production has exacerbated the existing conflicts over access to and controi of fadama. The pattem and
scope of these conflicts have been highlighted by Adams and Hollis (1989) as follows:
(i) there are conflicts among settled farmers as opportunities for investment in irrigation technology

is available to only the relatively wealthy. Such individuals have been able to expand their area
under cultivation often exc1uding other, resource poor farmers from fadama production;
(ii) there are conflicts between agricuIturalists and pastoralists. The expansion of fadama

agricuIture has resulted in the ploughing up of dry season grazing grounds used previously by
Fulani pastoralists. This has resulted in major conflicts between these groups during the dry
season when transhumance brings the animals south to the fadama lands;
(iii) there are conflicts between agriculture and fisheries - the alteration of water flows, both due to

upstream damming and due to local water extraction by irrigation pumps, has resulted in the
reduction of high quality fishing areas; and
(iv) there are also conflicts within the agricultural production system itself - conflicts between
production of traditional staple, notably millet, sorghum etc. and that of wheat, which is
generally regarded as 'cash crop' by the farmers. This has led to contradiction between the
national and local self-sufficiency in food production.
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It should be noted, however, that the distinction between herders and sedentary wheat farmers is
increasingly becoming blurred as wheat farmers now invest heaviIy in livestock as a form of saving.
Wheat residues served as an invaluable source of proteinous folder for livestock. Livestock, especially
oxen and mules, are also used in farming opera tions such as ridging, ploughing, and in transport of
agricultural products to and fro market centres. With the escalation in the cost of trador hiring
services, farmers rely heaviIy on animals for land preparation. Elsewhere outside the study areas,
there is increasing investment in camels as a source of farm capita!.
There are also some ecological problems associated with wheat production in the drylands, problems
which would seem to have over-shadowed its intended and beneficiai socio-econornic objectives.
There is ample evidence of water-Iogging, caused variously by poor drainage system, poor land
preparation and levelIing, poor water management practices such as over-irrigation, and or a result of
shalIow water table. CIosely related to water-Iogging is soiI salinity, the process of salt buiId-up which
prevents erop growth. This is also variously caused by over-irrigation which lead to water-Iogging; by
natural forces as in the case of protracted drought when soiIs become saline or when farmers irrigate
with saline water; or the soiI profile may be underIaid by pan which would prevent easy percolation
of water, thereby resuIting in leaching, water-Iogging and inevitably salinity. Other environmental
problems associated with wheat production in drylands such as the incidence of plant diseases,
insects and pests as they affect productivity and profitabiIity are discussed in section VI of this paper.
Ideally, all these problems should be discounted when computing the economics wheat production in
the d rylands, but unfortunately the necessary and reliable data for this kind of analysis are simply not
avaiIable.

TI-IE ECONOMICS OF WHEAT PRODUCTION IN NIGERIA
Wheat production figure in Nigeria remains largely one of the most disputed. This is because wheat
production efforts like all other development programmes in the country have been over-poIiticised.
ConsequentIy, the validity and value of any data depends largely on a number of fadors, notably the
source, who coIlected the data, and for what end is the data meant to achieve.
For example, Kano State AWPP clairned to have produced 700,000 metric tonnes of wheat and
Kaduna State, about 5,000 metric tonnes in 1989/90 cropping season. But these figures were seriously
disputed by the Nigerian Flour Millers Association, the sole buyers of domestic wheat. According to
the Nigerian FIour Millers Association, total wheat production during 1989/90 cropping season was
just 155,775 metric tonnes, that is about 18.7 per cent of the AWPP's figures, and these ranged from
14.2 per cent in Kano to 93.3 per cent in Borno State. Other studies on wheat production have
invalidated the AWPP's figures (Anon, 1987; Kolawole, Ambi and Alarnu, 1992).
The figures used in this analysis were those generated by field work, the methodology and detaiIs
of which have been fully discussed elsewhere (Kolawole, Ambi and Alarnu, 1992) to warrant
repetition here. But suffice to say that the data were col1ected from four villages were finally chosen in
Kano state, notably Sa tame and Jakarande from Dambatta Zone and from Hadejia, Yankunama and
Hantsu; and the Galma in Zaria, Kaduna state. Figure Il shows the location of the study areas. Since
the emphasis was on the farmer-managed wheat production schemes, deliberate and conscious efforts
were made to exclude the villages under the aegis of the Hadejia-Jamare River Basin Development
Authority (HJRBDA) and the Niger River Basin Development Authority (NRBDA).
Data were collected by physical measurement of plot size of the randomly selected farmers
foIlowed by information on costs of farming operations, notably land acquisition, land preparation,
ploughing, harrowing, weeding, planting, fertiliser application, irrigation, harvesting, threshing and
crop yield to determine the economics of wheat production.
The data coIlected were programrned and analysed using the farm budget with the following
equation:
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NFI = TR = -(TVC + TFC)
Where

and

NFI
YR
TVC
TF
TC

= Net Farm Ineome in Naira

= Total Revenue or Gross Farm Returns in Naira
= Total Variable Cost in Naira

= Total Fixed Cost in Naira
= Total Cost in Naira.

The eost-return of the sampied farmers in Kano State are surnrnarised in Table 1 while Table 2
summarises those of Kaduna State. Variable costs are those costs ineurred during the produetion
process and these include labour eost, ploughing, land clearing, harrowing, bedding, seeds, seed
treatment, fertilizer procurement and transportation, agro-chemieals, water fees, cost of produee
transportation home and to the market eentres, threshing and winnowing, bag purchase and bagging
and fuelling and repair of water pumps. On the other hand, fixed eosts were those eosts ineurred on
land purehase or hiring and cost of irrigation pumps. Costs were imputed in the case of services that
were not purehased direcUy from the market. Thus eost of family labour was assumed to be equal to
the average wage rate paid to hired labourer while seeds used from previous stocks were valued at
the prevailing market prices at the time of field work.
A break down of the variable costs would seem to indicate that a greater proportion of the cost in
all the villages went on fertilizer procurement. This is so beeause effective wheat produetion requires
amongst others heavy fertilizer dosage, which has ostensibly beeome prohibitively expensive with the
adoption of the struetural adjustment programme (SAP) and its attendant eonsequences for the
withdrawal of subsidies on agro-chemieals in general, thereby leaving the wheat farmers at the mercy
of the open market forees. This is one of the areas one finds it extremely difficult to reeoncile one of
the objectives of the AWPPi that of promoting wheat production through the provision of farm inputs
at subsidized rate with the aetual reality on the field, where subsidized farm input are inaecessible to
the small scale wheat farmers, obviously the poorest, and inevitably the most vulnerable.
Costs of seeds were also found to be significantly high and the reason for this could be attributed
to the attractive price, which has resulted to the exeessive high priee of wheat. Substantial amount
was also expended on threshing, which was done through manual labour and to some extent by
maehines, which are prohibitively expensive. Land hiring also attraet some costs as land fadama land
become extremely eompetitive, and people hi ring out land were aware of the potential value of their
land. Tractor owners also charge exorbitantly for land clearing and land preparation, particularly
harrowing, ploughing and bedding, with the people offering these services assuming that producers
would make high profits. AIso with the withdrawal of subsidies on petroleum produets, cost of
fuelling pumps went up beeause of the frequent nature of watering wheat while high cost of
maintaining the pumps was further compounded by the scarcity of spare parts on the one hand and
the high price of spare parts on the other.
Table 1: Costs and returns to farmers in Kana State (in Naira)
Variables
Variable eosts
Fixed costs
Average yield (kg/ha.)
Gross returns per ha.
Total average eost per ha.
Net average return per ha.

Thomas

Dambatta

Hantsu

Yankunama

1,900.15
21.80
443.18
1,861.36
1,921.95
60.58

2,452.67
109.89
695.05
3,124.32
2,562.56
561.76

3,018.41
195.94
972.90
3,527.02
3,214.35
312.60

3,498.31
6.41
1,416.60
5,607.60
3,504.72
2,102.88

Source: Kolawole., Alamu and Ambi (1990: Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3).
Yankunama and Hantsu were particularly outstanding in some significant respects (see Table 1). The
two villages have the highest output of the sampied villages with an average of 1,416.60 kg and 972.90
kg per ha respeetively, and also incurring the highest produetion eosts. But while Yankunama
recorded profits with higher net return of N 2,102.88 per ha., Hantsu had only N 3,12.60 per ha. The
situation in both Dambatta and Thomas was almost reversed as ou tput fell with Dambatta recording
695.05 kg pcr ha, and in Thomas, just 443.18 kg pcr ha. While Dambatta had a relatively higher gross
returns of N 3,124.32 per ha., Thomas had N 1,861.36 pcr ha. In tcrms of net profit, Dambatta recorded
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N 561.76 per ha. while Thomas had just N 60.58 per ha.. Galma was worse off as the average output
was just 384.52 kg per ha; the gross return was N 1,467.28; and the eost of produetion was N 2 956.32,
which was significantly higher than those villages in Kano State. In Galma, the net returns was
negative (N -1487.03), an indication that wheat farmers eould not eover their operating expenses (see
Table 2).
Table 2: Costs and returns to jamers on the Galma River (in Naira)
Galma River
2,856.32
100.00
384.52
1,469.28
2,956.32
-1,487.03

Variables
Variable Cost
Fixed Cost
Average Yield (kg/ha)
Gross Returns per ha
Total Average Cost per ha.
Net Returns per ha.
Souree: Kolawole, Alamu and Ambi (1990).

Table 3: Costs and returns to jamers at both the village and individuallevel (in Naira)
Farmer no.
Hantsu
1.
2.
3.
4.
5
Yankunama
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Dambatta
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Thomas
1.
2.
3.
Galma
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Total fixed eost

Total variable eost Gross revenue

500.00

Net revenue

3,099.50
3,299.50
4,999.50
6,055.00
4,545.50

2,700.00
7,030.00
7,220.00
3,200.00
5,950.00

-899.50
3,730.50
1,720.50
-2,855.00
1,404.50.

10,307.00
7,978.00
14,747.00
4,239.50
17,040.00

9,300.00
15,200.00
25,600.00
9,960.00
27,420.00

-1,107.00
7,222.00
10,853.00
5,720.50
10,380.00

24.00
600.00

2,606.00
696.00
506.60
2,246.00
883.00
324.50
5,493.00

1,000.00
1,200.00
1,57.50
2,160.00
210.00
207.00
9,000.00

-1,606.00
504.00
-349.10
-86.00
-673.00
-147.60
2,907.00

24
917.00

1,004.00
420.75
840.00

997.50
210.00

-6.50
-234.75
-77.00

840.00

1,155.95
885.00
418.00
908.50
600.00
598.50
1,953.50
7,282.00

3,480.00
420.00
180.00
830.00
400.00
432.00
800.00
4,800.00

-8,079.50
-465.00
-238.00
-78.50
-200.00
-166.50
-1,153.00
-3,322.00

500.00
450.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
300.00

Source: Kolawole, Alamu and Ambi (1990).
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Table 3 which summarises the east and returns to the sampied wheat farmers in our study from one
village to another made a number of interesting revelations. First, the table shows that in Hantsu,
wheat produetian was profitable to three out of the five sampIed farmers while the rest incurred
losses ranging from N 899.50 to N 2,855.00. Second, in Yankunama, produetian was profitable to four
out of five farmers, and a loss of N 1,107.00 to a farmer. Third, at Dambatta, wheat farming was
profitable for only two out of seven sampIed farmer, with losses ranging from N 86.00 to N 1,606.00.
In Thomas, all the three sampIed farmers incurred losses which are quite marginal, ranging from N
6.50 to N 234.75. Finally, at Galma, all the eighth farmers incurred losses ranging from N 78.50 to N
8,079. This analysis tends to suggest that wheat produetian was most profitable in Yankunama and
Hantsu and extremely un-profitable in Galma.
The net returns to wheat farmers were also correlated with farm sizes with the view to
determining the optimum farm size. An optimum farm size is defined as the one which yields the
highest returns to inputs. Beyond the optimum, net returns dec1ined remarkably. Table 4 summarises
returns accruing to wheat producers in relation to the various farm sizes at the state leve1. The table
suggests that the optimum farm size in Kana states lies between 3.1-4.0 ha., and that wheat
produetian was not at all profitable at the range of 0.0-1.0 ha. farm size. Profitability rose from the
1.1-2.0 farm size, reaching a maximum at 3.1-4.0 ha. size, and fell beyond this leve!. on the other
hand, the table suggests that in Kaduna state, losses were proportional to area put to production. For
example, at the 0.0-1.0 ha size, a loss of N 2,935.00 was recorded rising dramatically to a maximum of
N 8,079.50 at between 3.1-4.0 ha. farm size.
Table 4: Net returns per farm size
Farm size
0.0-1.0
1.1-2.0
2.1-3.0
3.1-4.0
4.1-5.0
5.1-6.0
Kaduna State
0.0-1.0
1.1-2.0
2.1-3.0
3.1-4.0
4.1-5.0
5.1-6.0

Total east (N)
13,249.35
32,466.50

Net revenue (N)
-3,567.39
1,609.35

6,2020
9,300

37,980.00
10,407.00

24,040.00
-1,107.00

4,062
4,800

6,997.00
8,122.00

-2,935.00
-3,322.00

3,480

11,559.50

-8,079.50

Gross revenue (N)
9,682
4,8560

Source: Kolawale, Alamu and Ambi (1990).

FACTORS RESPONSlBLE FOR THE LOW PROFIT MARGIN
A number of factors eould be held responsible for the low returns to wheat farmers in the study areas.
The first factor which is the strong correlation between optimum farm size and rate of return has been
pointed out in the preceding seetion. Most of the plot size as a result of excessive fragmentatian is far
below the optimum size. The limited irrigation infrastructure as weIl as fadama were limited in
supply relative to demand, a faet that aecounted for plot fragmentatian (Table 5).
Plot fragmentation has meant that tractors could not be used for land preparation, nor the combine
harvesters for harvesting and processing. Wheat is best harvested by combine in order to save eost,
eliminate wastage and low output. Presently, wheat production technology in Nigeria is still
extremely low, being that of hoes, diggers and pick axes, which is somewhat counter-productive.
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Table 5: Plot size distribution (ha.) and average yield (t/ha.) in the study areas
Plot size (ha.)
0.69

Village
Dambatta
Thomas
Yankunama
Hantsu
Zaria
Overall average
Average for Kana
Average for Zaria

0.44
1.42

0.97
0.38
0.76
1.14

0.38

Source: Kolawale, Alamu and Ambi (1990: 37).
Yields were were also low and this is a function of many factors which are mutually interactive and
also self-reinforcing. First, most of the AWPP farmers have no secured access to reliable, adequate,
timely and predictable source of water supply. Only 35.6 per cent of the sampIed farmers got their
water supply from dams, and more than half, 55.8 per cent from streams, rivulets and ponds. Over
three-quarters of these farmers used pumps to abstract water from streams, canals, ponds or dams.
Although water pumps were provided, farmers in most cases have had to contribute money to buy
fuel and engine oH to keep the pumps going. In Zaria, for example, farmers who could not afford
money for this have had to give out their wheat plats allocated to them to the wealthier farmers. Even
farmers who own personal water pumps have had to buy pumps from the open market at exorbitant
prices and have to run high maintenanee eost.
This is further eompounded by the ehaotic input delivery system, resulting from the structural
adjustment programme (SAP) and which has escalated the production east. SAP entails
rationalization of the economy resulting in the withdrawal of subsidies on agrieultural inputs. The
price of farm inputs such as fertilizers, pesticides, insecticides, herbicides and even labour has become
extra-ordinarily exorbitant following the withdrawal of subsidies on them. The case in point is the
fertilizers whose price esealated from just N 5 per 50 Kg bag in 1985 to N 40 in 1991, an increase of
about 700 per cent (see Table 6). The esealation in the prices of farm inputs has prevented farmers
from meeting the appropriate farm management practices thereby resulting in poor agrieultural
produetivity. For example, the rate of fertilizer usage and presumably the dosage is low as only 36.3
per cent of the sampIed farmers used fertilizers at all. The huge produetion east has also impacted on
the margin of profit of the participating farmers.
But SAP also led to the abolition of the various commodity boards, which had hitherto set
minimum commodity prices, and in their place, the operation of the market forces to determine prices
of agricultural commodity. More importantly, the national eurrency was devalued by more than 300
per eent and this has resulted in drastic fall in the value of naira as weil as aeute shortage of foreign
exehange. The foreign exehange shortage has necessitated the ban on importation of wheat and wheat
related produets, thereby raising the farm-gate price of domestie wheat. Consequently, the producer
price of wheat soared-up from about N 300 in the early 1980s to N 4000 in 1990, an increase of over
700 per eent. However, a higher proportion of these ineomes have gone for the purehase of farm
inputs and services, whose eosts have also escalated astronomically.
Table 6: Official price of fertilizers from 1985-91
Year
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
**US $ 1 = 9.47 Naira
Source: Bede, S (1991).

Price in Naira**
5
5
10
15
20
25
40

% change
0.0

0.0

100.0
200.0
300.0
400.0
700.0
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Another important factor is environmental, which is connected with the erratic behaviour of the
harmattan, a could wintry wind in relation to its on-set, severity and cessation, which critical in wheat
production. Better yields are obtainable under the long and severe harmattan condition which keeps
down the temperature below the critical point. A mid-day temperature in excess of 32 0 C during the
growing season, for example, results in reduced tillering and smaller heads. Although the most ideal
planting time to avoid this high temperature is mid-November, in some places planting extend to
January /February with the attendant poor yield. Quite often, farmers were not able to plant at the
right time due to untimely supply of farm inputs.
In addition to this environmental conditions, farmers is that many fadama crops compete with
wheat for the same productive resources, notably land, water, labour and even capital. Notable
among these crops are tomatoes, pepper, onion, rice, carrot, cabbage, lettuce, garden eggs and other
erops. The combination of these erops among the sampied farmers in the study areas is summarized
in Table 7. The table shows that 91.8 per cent of the farmers in Kano State and 86.2 per cent in Kaduna
State also produce tomatoes in addition to wheat. Tomatoes and peppers, it should be noted are for
the urban consumption and are therefore very profitable depending on the farm's proxirnity to the
urban centres. Rice is another valuable crop which about 54.0 per cent of farmers in Kano State and
66.0 per cent in Kaduna State also grow. Rice is a commodity that is entirely difficult for wheat to
dislodge for a number of reasons. First, rice is a staple food whereas wheat is stilliargely regarded by
the farmers as a cash crop; second, the farm-gate price of rice is much more attractive.; and third, rice
is relatively easier to produce and process unlike wheat which is difficult to thresh. As a result,
farmers tend to give priority to rice, and since its cultivation precedes that of wheat immediately, its
late harvesting delay land preparation and inevitably wheat planting, the resultant effect of which is
poor yield.
Table 7: Number and pereentage of wheat farmers who plan ted other erops in Kana and Kaduna
Kano State

Crops
Tomatoes
Pepper
Onion
Rice
Carrot
Cabbage
Lettuce
Garden egg
Others
Total

Kaduna State

No.
169
149
89
101
22
11
13
9

%

91.8
81.0
48.4
54.0
12.0
6.0
7.1
4.9

5

2.7

184

100.0

No.
81
57

41
62
20
18
17
12
6
94

%

86.2
60.6
43.6
66.0
21.3
19.1
18.1
12.8
5.3
100.0

Source: Kolawole, Alamu and Ambi (1990).
There is also massive devastation of crops by diseases, insects and pests, which combine to reduce the
yields drastically. There are insects like migratory locusts (Locusta migrataria), the desert locust
(Shistoeeria gregoria) grasshoppers, army worms and head worms, which individually and several1y
could reduce yields by 25-35 per cent (Davies, 1985) or even higher (BOSG, 1989). Wheat is also
vulnerable to various diseases such as the stem and leave rusts (Puecinia graminis trietici and
Preeondita), foot-rot and root-rot (Helminthosporum); blight (Helminthosporium) and blast (Pirieularia).
The depredation problem is further compounded by lack of effective and efficient extension delivery
system as weIl as the exorbitant costs of pesticides, insecticides and fungicides.
The other factor having adverse effect on the profitability of wheat is the over-valuation of
domestic wheat. While the pricing efficiency was found to be alright with the farmers, it was not for
the Millers, and inevitably the consumers. The price incentive of 4,000.0 naira was attractive enough
for the farmers but ostensibly too high for the Millers whose capability to purchase the 10cal1y
produced wheat has greatly been impaired. The resultant effect of this defective marketing policy is
the development of a wheat glut; a situation where farmers found it extremely difficult to market their
products and this has resulted in loss of income to them. The over-pricing of the Nigerian wheat
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coupled with its poor baking quality has created room for the smuggling of wheat flo ur into the
country. The smuggled wheat flour, it should be noted is of better baking quality and relatively
cheaper. The imported wheat are still preferred by the bakers even when they are relatively more
expensive because of their superior quality.
CONCLVSION
This study indicates that wheat production through the AWPP is not profitable. Factors militating
against its profitability are small holding size, extremely low yield, marketing problems and high
production cost. Low yield has resulted from the poor environmental conditions such as lack of
adequate water for irrigation, the erratic harmattan season and inddence of plant diseases, pests and
insects, and low rate of fertilizer application..
Marketing problems arise largely from over-valuation of the domestic wheat which has made it
more expensive than the imported wheat as weIl as the poor quality, thereby making it less attractive
to Flour Millers. It is suggested that thee appropriate pridng of wheat would inevitably have to be a
compromise between the govemment and the farmers on the one hand and the consumer on the
other. Vnrealistic high price as we now have it could only make wheat products inaccessible to the
consumers.
Evidence seems to suggest that self-sufficiency in wheat production will be extremely difficult if
not entirely impossible to attain without substantial subsidies on agriculturaI inputs which will enable
farmers to produce cheaply and profitably too. This lesson seem to be clear enough from the Saudi
Arabian experience, which has achieved self-suffidency in wheat production by not only subsidizing
the agricultural inputs but also by offering attractive commodity price of about VS $ 500.00 per tonne
against the world prices of just over US $ 100.00 a tone (Nicholson, 1992). Until the problems
highlighted in this paper are squarely tackled, the Nigerian wheat production efforts would remain
largely a "hoorah word".
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